Safer, tougher and more comfortable
As you know, comfort is crucial in order to obtain maximum productivity. How can
you increase your productivity? The RPB® Nova 1™ is your solution. It has all the same
design features of the Nova 2000™ that improve operator comfort and boost employees’
performance, the only difference being that it has a large flat lens. It meets worldwide
respiratory protection standards including CE and AS/NZS.
The mandatory high standards of a modern workplace make health
and safety a top priority. Aside from risk to valued employees, there are
potential costs of business disruption, non-compliance and the flow-on
impact on your company’s reputation that need to be considered.
The Nova 1™ minimizes the risk to your employees and your business.

Adding to the list of Safety Standards, the RPB® NOVA 1™ meets
the requirements of ANSI Z89.1 - 2010+ Head Protection and
ANSI Z87.1 - 2012 Type 1 Class C, high velocity eye protection
standards, and exceeds the requirements of AS/NZS.

Air duct distribution system directs
airflow into the breathe zone, prevents
fogging and keeps workers cool.

Multi layered sound
deadening foam for
hearing protection

Super tough helmet shell that is
U.V. stabilized and abrasion resistant
Hand strap
for easy
transportation
and storage

Adjustable sturdy visor
frame with molded
hinge designed to take
different lens thicknesses

Unique,
high-strength
visor strap

Large, flat lens
Abrasion resistant
cape cover band

Flexible
breathing
tube

Durable nylon cape
with comfortable seal
around the neck

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY WITH THE
RPB® “FIT & SAVE™” LENS SYSTEM
Contractors have reported a time saving
of over 45 minutes per day per blaster
by using the RPB® “Fit & Save™” tear off
lenses that have individually pre-folded
tabs, meaning workers are guaranteed
to tear off only one lens at a time.

Low flow indicator
(CE, AS/NZS approved models only)

Lightweight pillow foam padding
provides exceptional comfort

The RPB® Nova 1™ pairs perfectly with these products and more:

RPB® PX4 AIR™ PAPR

RPB® C40 CLIMATE CONTROL DEVICE™

RPB® GX4 GAS MONITOR™

Polluted air can be the cause of major
health issues. How can you improve
the quality of the air your employees
are breathing?

Working in an environment where
the temperature is comfortable is key
to maximizing productivity. So how
can you ensure that your employees
are productive?

As you know, dangerous levels of toxic
gases can cause fatal injury or death.
How can you have complete confidence
that the air you and your employees
breathe is safe?

Your solution is the RPB® C40™, which can
heat and cool your supplied air as desired.
With the slide of a lever, your employees
can switch from heating to cooling
ensuring they are always comfortable.

Your solution is the RPB® GX4™, an
intelligent gas monitor that has the
ability to detect up to 4 gases,
giving you peace of mind.

The RPB® PX4™ is a powered air purifier
that is ergonomic and lightweight,
designed to withstand harsh conditions.
Powered with a lithium-ion battery,
making the unit incredibly efficient,
operating for up to 8 hours on a
single charge.

Contact your local RPB distributor now:

WARNINGS: The RPB® Nova 1™ must be supplied with clean, breathable air BS 4275, ENI2021, AS1715, GRADE D or better at all times. This respirator does not filter or purify air and is not approved for use in
atmospheres dangerous to life or health from which the wearer cannot escape without the use of this respirator. Failure to use Nova 1™ approved components and replacement parts voids any approvals of the entire
respirator assembly. Failure to use approved parts may cause injury or death. RPB® Ltd is not liable for injury or death because of use or misuse of the Nova 1™. Do not use Silica Sand, the use of Silica Sand can cause
serious respiratory disease or death refer: www.osha.gov/Silica/IT69D_1.html. RPB® is not liable for injury or death because of the use or misuse of the RPB® Radex Airline Filter™. The Radex Airline Filter™ does not
remove carbon monoxide, a carbon monoxide alarm must be used at all times. Do not use the Radex Airline Filter™ until you have read all instructions and warnings provided with the unit.
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To view our full product range or request our latest product catalog,
call us toll-free at 1-866-494-4599 or check us out at rpbsafety.com

